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CULINARY ARTS COLLEGE 
 
CULINARY ARTS COLLEGE 
 
THE CHALLENGE 
 
This project aim is to develop a design for a Culinary Arts College. The project will concentrate on formulating specific thoughtful 
concepts and designs and carrying these ideas to a detailed level. The project should be developed with an integrative approach to 
building materials and systems: structural, environmental, building’s envelope etc.— while maintaining an overall design concept. 
Students are expected to develop a selected part of the project in greater detail considering the building’s structural and technical 
issues (lighting, acoustics, sanitary facilities, mechanical, and environmental controls) through larger-scale drawings showing 
structure, mechanical systems, facades, fenestration, etc. This selected part should be agreed with the tutor.  
 
Project should be designed in a socially and environmentally responsible manner and should demonstrate the manner by which the 
design is able to reduce dependencies on non-renewable resources. The Culinary Arts College shall draw from local food traditions 
and locally available products. Students are expected to conduct small-scale research in the design of culinary arts educational 
facilities. 
 
The general program is outlined below. The program should guide the development of a rich sequence of spaces and uses, including 
the integration of some type of outdoor space within the building related to your concept, the program, the site, or these in some 
combination: 
 
Project brief: 
 
TEACHING AREA (areas given in square meters): 
Teaching Kitchens  720 6 @ 120 m2 each. Professionally equipped teaching kitchens with top-

quality, energy-efficient commercial cooking equipment including ranges 
and ovens, refrigerators and mixers. 

Pastry Kitchen  120  Professional pastry kitchen with steam-injected triple-deck ovens, and a 
professional-quality dough sheeter. 

Classrooms 85 2 @ 42 m2 each.  

Demonstration Laboratory  58 Kitchen arranged for faculty-conducted demonstrations for groups of 
students. 

Lecture Hall  135  For lectures, exhibits, and audio-visual presentations. The lecture hall is an 
ideal space to highlight the use of long-span steel structure. 
Accommodating approx. 100 people. 

Library 170 Reference library with computer terminals available to all students seven 
days a week. 

Wine Room  60  Must have full independent ventilation system so cooking odors from the 
pastry kitchens don’t influence the quality of wine-tasting sessions, bright 
incandescent light and white tabletops (for accurate wine viewing), and 
ample bottle storage space (including temperature-controlled Sub-Zero 
refrigeration and built-in cabinetry). 

Student Lounge  40 Provide space and accessories for rest during short brakes.  

Bake Shop  60 Must be accessible when school areas are closed and includes: seating 
area (23 m2), service counter (7 m2), kitchen area (16 m2), food storage (5 
m2), and garbage/delivery area (5 m2). Preferably located at/accessible 
form the street level, therefore used by the inhabitants of the area.  

Restaurant 280 Student-run restaurant with its own kitchen (approximately one-third of the 
area of the restaurant) and a seating capacity for 80 people. The dining 
area of the restaurant is an ideal space to highlight the use of long-span 
steel structure. Preferably located at/accessible form the street level, 
therefore used by the inhabitants of the area. 

Public Restrooms  As Required by Code 
 

Must be handicapped accessible. 



Staff Room  As Required by Code 
 

Should include changing room, toilets, washrooms for students and tutors 
(chefs). Should be disabled accessible. Provide a pleasant relaxing area 
for staff breaks.  
 

Receiving Area  85 Main storage area including walk-in refrigerator and freezer as well as dry 
storage space. Ingredients are distributed from this area to the individual 
kitchens. 

Trash Area  30 Accessible from the outside. Provide the trash lorry/garbage truck access. 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
Director’s Suite  35 Including an office for the director and workspace for assistants, this suite 

supports the administrative business of the Institute (finances, planning, 
personnel, programming, public relations, and building maintenance). 

Admissions Office  30 2 rooms @ 15 m2. 

Career Services  30 2 rooms @ 15 m2. 

Staff Room  As Required by Code 
 

Provide a pleasant relaxing area for staff breaks. 
 

TECHNICAL ROOMS 
Mechanical plant 250 Heating, ventilation, HVAC 

Switchboard room 30 Connection to electricity mains 

Meter room 15 All the warter, gass and electricity meters.  

total 2288 m2 
 
Outdoor Space(s) To Be Decided by Participant 
Total Program Area (not including circulation, toilets and mechanical)  
 
SITE 
The Culinary Arts College should be sited on a city lot to be chosen by the student. The criteria for site selection include the 
following: 
Size: the site should be no larger than a single city block. 
Context: the site should be located in an easily reached area of the city. 
Access: the site should have access to public transportation such as light rail, commuter rail or bus. 
 
STRUCTURE TYPE 
Framed structure. 
 
EXEMPLARY EQUIPEMENT 

 

 

 
walk in refrigerator 

2.40x2.00x2.20 
Industrial Kitchen Line  

4.40x0.80x1.20 
Industrial Oven 
1.20x0.8x1.20 

 
CODE INFORMATION 
Refer to the International Building Code and the local zoning ordinance for information on parking requirements, height restrictions, 
setbacks, easements, flood, egress, and fire containment. Accessibility guidelines need to be followed; refer to the Americans with 
Disabilities Act, along with the principals of Universal Design. 
 
REQUIRED DRAWINGS  
It is required that each presentation address, but not be limited to, the specific criteria outlined in the design challenge through the 
following required drawings:  



 site plan showing the surrounding buildings and streets, topography, and circulation patterns; {1:500 and/or 1:1000} 

[Fencing of the site, internal roads, grass, trees, bushes, footpaths, elements of small architecture, advertising accents, 
etc.]; 

 building floor plans; {1:200 and/or 1:100} 

 elevations and building sections sufficient to show site context and major program elements; {1:200} 

 detail drawing(s), either two or three-dimensional, illustrating the key elements of sustainable infrastructure and building 

systems; {1:50 and/or 1:20} 

 a three-dimensional representation in the form of axonometric, perspective, or model photographs. [Aerial perspective 
and/or seen from the level of the standing observer; additional chart (schemes, ideograms, basic material information and 

descriptive, etc.] 
 

All drawings should be drawn at a scale appropriate to the design solution and include a graphic scale and north arrow as 
appropriate. Possible changes in above-mentioned requirements (scale, format, range of elaboration must be stated and accepted 
by the tutor. 
 
Through rendered perspectives and elevations, the proposals should demonstrate surface qualities including material, color, texture, 
and light. Along with structural, tectonic and technical issues above, designs should respond to context (larger regional influences of 
geography, topography, and latitude), climate (sun, wind, light, and water), and culture (patterns of interaction rising from the human 
occupation of place). 
 
PRESENTATION SIZE 
Formal requirements: All drawings can be traditional hand- or CAD drawings or any other optional official scaled printed technique. 
Size: desirable lying A3 form [or its folded multiplicity]. The clear and correct technical presentation is important. A stable cover due 
to the plans dimensions with the index is necessary. The name and e-mail address of the author and the title of the project have to 
be marked on each plan and cover. 
 

Basic Elements of a Sanitation Program for Food Processing and Food Handling 
 
Hygiene and Personnel Practices  
Regardless of the type of processing or food handling operation, the number one consideration in food sanitation is people. It is 
people who set the rules, follow the rules, and also break the rules of sanitation. A sanitation program is as good as the attitude, 
willingness, and efforts of people. That is why the most important aspect of a sanitation program is ongoing personnel training.  
It is essential that the full meaning of sanitation and its wide economic scope be accepted by everyone concerned in the food 
system-including management. Personnel training should include appropriate sanitation principles and food handling practices, 
manufacturing controls, and personal hygiene practices.  
 
Hygienic Practices  
Communicable Diseases/Injuries  
Persons known to be suffering from, or known to be carriers of a disease likely to be transmitted through food, must be restricted 
from any food-handling area. Likewise, persons afflicted with infected wounds, skin infections, sores, etc., must also be restricted 
from these areas. Any persons with open cuts or wounds should not handle food unless the injury is completely protected by a 
secure, waterproof covering.  
 
Hand-washing  
Facilities with hot water for hand-washing must be provided and must be convenient for food-handling areas. All personnel involved 
in food handling must thoroughly wash hands with soap under warm-running, potable water. Hands must also be washed after 
handling contaminated materials and after using toilet facilities. Where required, employees must use disinfectant hand dips. 
 
Personal Cleanliness and Conduct  
Personal cleanliness must be maintained while involved in food handling operations:  

 Sanitary protective clothing, hair covering, and footwear must be worn and maintained in a clean, sanitary manner.  
 Gloves, if worn, must be clean and sanitary.  
 All food-handling personnel must remove objects (i.e. watches, jewelry) from their person which may fall into or 

contaminate the food product.  
 Tobacco, gum, and food are not permitted in food-handling areas. 

 
Traffic Control/Controlled Access  



Personnel and visitor access to specific food- product handling areas must be restricted. Personnel involved in raw product handling 
(e.g., farm truck drivers, etc.) must not be allowed in processing or finished product areas. Foot baths and hand dips, where required, 
must be properly maintained and used. Color coding of clothing, maintenance, and other equipment should be used to clearly 
identify raw vs. processed product operations. 
 

Premises and Surroundings  
Outside Surroundings  
Outside surroundings should be evaluated for sources of contamination such as vermin, bird harborage areas, drainage problems, 
odor problems, debris, refuse, and pollution-smoke, dust, other contaminants. Appropriate steps must be taken to contain and 
control any potential sources of contamination. 
 
Buildings and Facilities  
The two most important overall elements of any food-processing and -handling facility is that it should be cleanable, and so designed 
and constructed that it prevents entrance or harborage of pests or other sources of contamination. Unfortunately, many existing 
facilities do not readily meet these essential elements.  
  

Design and construction  
 
Building Structure   
The facility should have floors, walls, and ceilings constructed of suitable, approved materials which are durable, smooth, impervious 
and easily cleaned. Walls should be light-colored and well-joined, and floors should be adequately sloped for drainage to trapped 
outlets. Openings to outside and/or non-food-processing or -handling rooms or facilities must be sealed. Instrument panels should be 
appropriately locked and sealed to prevent harborage of insects. Windows and doors must be tight and close-fitting. And doors in 
food-processing areas self-closing. 
 
Overhead Structures and Lighting  
Overhead structures should be situated and constructed to prevent contamination of the food products, and lighting is to be 
adequate with properly sealed, safety type overhead fixtures. 
 
Sanitary Facilities  
Washrooms, Lunchrooms, Change Rooms  
Self-closing doors must be provided for all washroom facilities. Washrooms, lunchrooms, and change rooms must be separate from 
and not directly entered from-food-processing and -handling areas. Such facilities are to be properly ventilated and maintained.  
 
Hand Washing Facilities  
Sufficient numbers of handwashing sinks, with hot and cold potable water, soap, sanitary hand drying supplies or devices, must be 
provided in washrooms. A sufficiency of suitably located handwashing sinks is also necessary for food processing and handling 
areas. Hand-washing sinks should be separate from sinks used for equipment cleaning and other operations. 
 
This document is Factsheet FS15, one of a series of the Food Science and Human Nutrition Department., Florida Cooperative Extension Service, Institute of Food 
and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida. Publication: June 1997. Reviewed: April 2008. Please visit the EDIS Website at http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu 
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